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The

Line Up

Don’t compromise performance
when your reputation’s on the line.
Mechanix Wear has the widest
selection of gloves available so
you can get the job done right
every time.

The Original™
Glove

The Original™
Grip Glove

The Original™
Vent Glove

The Original™
Plus Glove

The Original™
0.5 Glove

You can never go wrong
with the Original. This
do-all glove provides
all of the durability,
protection and comfort
needed to handle
a variety of jobs at the
track or in your garage.

Slip these on and you’ll
feel the extra grip we’ve
built into the Original
Grip Glove. Built with
all the features of
the Original, along
with added grip for
total control.

Hot and humid
conditions getting
the better of you?
The Original Vent
Glove gives you extra
ventilation without
giving up protection.

The Original Plus Glove
starts with all of the
quality features of our
Original Glove, then adds
advanced non-slip
technology providing
you with longer wear and
extra gripping power.

Manufactured with
thinner materials, the
Original 0.5 Glove is
designed to handle
precise jobs that need
extra dexterity
and fingertip control.
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The Original™
Women’s Glove

The Original™
Glove Light

FastFit

M-Pact

M-Pact 2

Glove

Glove

Glove

With a custom shape
and a slimmer fit, this
glove has been
specifically designed
to offer women the
same rugged protection
as men.

Don’t let low light shut
you down. The Original
Glove Light has a small
LED light built into it,
allowing you to work
well into the night.

Designed with versatility
in mind for those light
duty jobs, the allpurpose FastFit Glove
is a perfect combination
of quality, value and
durability you can
depend on.

Tough and rugged with
protection to spare. The
M-Pact 2 Glove is the
ultimate no-nonsense
answer to the toughest
jobs at the track.
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Tough jobs call for a
tough glove. The M-Pact
Glove provides your
hands with extreme
protection by adding
extra padding to the
knuckle and palm area.
Also available in a
fingerless version.
Page 26

NEW FOR 2008!
®

®

®

The MRT high performance glove
has established a new dimension
in Mechanix Race Technology. By
incorporating the feedback from
dozens of race teams, we have
developed a revolutionary new glove
line delivering what the pros need
most. Remarkably tight tolerances
for pinpoint responses; integrated,
high-quality materials for superior
protection and durability; and
precise anatomical engineering for
an exceptional fit and feel. The MRT
is available in Original, M-Pact,
and M-Pact 2.

M-Pact

Fabricator

Happy Hour

M-Pact 3

Team Issue

Page 35

T/M Glove

Glove

Glove

Glove

Carbon-X Level 10 Glove

A specialty glove for tire
mounting. The M-Pact
T/M Glove provides
super protection and
comfort in all the right
places to keep you
going strong.

Manufactured with
100% genuine leather
to withstand the
strenuous demands
of light welding, cutting,
machining and more.

When its teardown time,
slip on the Happy Hour
Glove. Specifically
designed to handle the
tough job of teardown and
engine tuning. This is
one hard working glove.

NEW FOR 2008!
Safety comes first with
the Team Issue Level 10
Glove. Meets or exceeds
SFI 3.3/10 specifications
and gives you a glove that
seals over crew suits for
added protection.
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NEW FOR 2008!
Tough conditions are no
problem for the M-Pact 3
Glove. Heavy-duty
construction with a molded
Kevlar knuckle shell and
a super-stretch top panel
gives you optimum
movement and protection.
Page 33

Team Issue

Team Issue

Zone 2 Glove

Zone 3 Glove

Cotton

Carbon-X Level 5 Glove

Carbon-X Level 1 Glove

Below 32°F/0°C

Above 40°F/4°C

Glove

NEW FOR 2008!
With flame-retardant
Carbon-X and genuine
leather, the Team Issue
Level 5 Glove provides
ultimate protection while
fitting under crew suit
sleeves. Meets or exceeds
SFI 3.3/5 specifications.

NEW FOR 2008!
Tackling extreme
conditions is at the core
of the Team Issue Level 1
Glove. We’ve incorporated
flame-retardant Carbon-X
into our Original Glove,
meeting or exceeding
SFI 3.3/1 specifications.

NEW FOR 2008!
Heavy fleece and a wind
resistant lining are used
in the Climate Control
Zone 2 Cold Weather
Glove. Provides superior
protection against frigid
wind and weather.

NEW FOR 2008!
Cold hands are a thing
of the past with the
Climate Control Zone 3
Cold Weather Glove.
Stretch fleece and an
elastic wristband act
as a shield against
the elements.

Perfect for everyday
light-duty jobs, our
disposable 100%
heavy-weight cotton
glove is built for comfort
and quality.
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®

®
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Victories Begin On The Inside
It’s during the quiet time, hours after the race, that you find yourself asking the hard question: how can we do
it better? Mechanix Wear has become a leader in the motorsports industry by asking ourselves that same question,
then pushing the envelope to supply you with the most innovative and functional racing tools available. When the
race is over and the crowd has left the stands, that’s when the journey towards your next victory begins.
Rely on Mechanix Wear to help get you there.

06

The Original

™

™

The Best For A Reason
Winning isn’t easy. It takes teamwork, sweat and making split-second decisions in the pits.
But that’s only part of it. You can’t get there without having the right tools on hand. Since 1992,
Mechanix Wear Gloves have proven themselves in race after race, victory after victory on the
grueling tracks of NASCAR, NHRA, F1, IRL, MOTOCROSS, SUPERCROSS and MOTO GP. They’ve
weathered real-world conditions and have consistently come out on top. Some say it’s because of
the technologically advanced materials we use. Others have told us that it’s because they’re so
comfortable it’s like having a second skin. So what do we say? Nothing. We just
keep listening and making them better. Insist on the glove that started it all.

mechanix.com

Mechanix Wear – The Tool That Fits Like a Glove®.
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THE ORIGINAL
O R I G I N A L S P E C I A LT Y

The Original

™

The Glove That Started It All
Manufactured to handle the toughest work you can throw at it, our Original Glove continues
to stand the test of time. With improved Clarino OW-927 synthetic leather palm, index,
middle and ring fingertips, it repels 25% more water and oil preserving the life of the glove.

FA S T F I T

The low-profile TPR (Thermal Plastic Rubber) hook and loop cuff closure, along with the
two-way stretch Spandex top, provides you with a better fit. And
it’s hidden interior seam stitching and Lycra inset panels
ensures optimum comfort and freedom of mobility. The
Original is available in a rainbow of colors and
Yellow MG-01

proudly displays the iconic Mechanix Wear

Red MG-02

Blue MG-03

Black MG-05

Green MG-06

scatter print logo. Imported.
.

M - PA C T
M - PA C T 2

Orange MG-09

Covert MG-55

Woodland MG-71

Coyote MG-72

Reinforced Thumb

Exclusive Material

High dexterity finger tips and

Clarino® OW-927 synthetic

closure tab forms to wrist.

2-ply thumb reduces wear and

leather material is comfortable,

increases protection.

breathable and durable.

Sizes XXXS-XXXL available in black only.
COMPLETE LIST OF GLOVE FEATURES ON PAGE 67.
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TEAM ISSUE

mechanix.com

R A C E S P E C I A LT Y

10

Improved Comfort
Super thin hook and loop

mechanix.com

Mechanix Wear All Access

12

Teamwork – When the competition pushes, we all push back harder.

THE ORIGINAL
O R I G I N A L S P E C I A LT Y
FA S T F I T
.

™

™

Grip Glove

Vent Glove

Plus Glove

When it’s all about the grip, grab a pair
of our Original Grip Gloves. The specially
developed, dual-layered PVC coated palm
uses a dimpled pattern, supplying a super
vice-like hold. Add to that the comfort and
protection of our Original Glove and you
know you’re getting a glove designed
for results. Imported.

Stay cool in the hottest conditions with the
Original Vent Glove. Designed for hot or
humid weather conditions where sweaty
hands can lead to critical mistakes. The
single-layer air mesh minimizes heat buildup by allowing airflow through the top,
while the perforated synthetic leather palm
and air mesh cuff keeps your hands cool
throughout. Imported.

You never know when you’re going to
require extra durability, so we took the
Original Glove and developed the Original
Plus Glove. Features rubberized sure grip,
non-slip thumb and finger. The Plus Glove
combines added grip and increased
durability in an all-purpose sturdy glove.
Imported.

MGV-00

MGP-08

Original ™ Specialty Gloves

14

Ultimate Grip

Full Ventilation

Extra Durability

PVC Coated palm with circular
print pattern supplies
maximum grip.

Combination of mesh and
perforated materials keep hands
cool in the heat.

Non-slip rubber fingertip and
thumb panels provide maximum
grip and durability.

COMPLETE LIST OF GLOVE FEATURES ON PAGE 67.

TEAM ISSUE

mechanix.com

You name the job.

R A C E S P E C I A LT Y

The Original™

M - PA C T 2

The Original™

MGG-05

M - PA C T

™

The Original™

THE ORIGINAL
O R I G I N A L S P E C I A LT Y
FA S T F I T
.

™

M - PA C T

™

™

The Original™

The Original™

0.5 Glove

Women’s Glove

Glove Light

For the highest dexterity, slip on the
Original 0.5 Glove. Using a thinner 0.5mm
dimpled Clarino Septon, this glove offers a
combination of great feedback and
exceptional comfort. With the superior
features of the Original Glove, you can be
sure that the Original 0.5 Glove will give
you the performance you’re looking for.
Imported.

When a woman’s touch is needed, we’ve
got the glove for her. Designed exclusively
for a smaller hand, our sleek Original
Women’s Glove is constructed with a
molded TPR (Thermal Plastic Rubber)
hook and loop cuff, Clarino synthetic
leather palm and a two-way stretch Lycra
back with the Mechanix Wear Scatter Print
logo. Imported.

Hard work doesn’t stop when the sun
goes down. The washable Original Glove
Light with a super bright, built-in LED is
perfect for low or no-light situations. With
waterproof electronics, easy to replace
batteries and a seven-minute automatic
shut-off, the Original Glove Light will keep
you working well into the night.
Imported.

M - PA C T 2

The Original™

16

Ultra Feel

Women’s Fit

Task Light

0.5mm Clarino forms like
second skin for dexterity
and comfort.

Pattern cut specifically
for the shape of a
woman’s hand.

LED beam
integrated on finger for
enhanced visibility.

COMPLETE LIST OF GLOVE FEATURES ON PAGE 68.

TEAM ISSUE

mechanix.com

We’ve got you covered.

R A C E S P E C I A LT Y

Original ™ Specialty Gloves

mechanix.com

Mechanix Wear All Access
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Teamwork – It’s over the wall, in the garage and at the shop.

THE ORIGINAL
O R I G I N A L S P E C I A LT Y

FastFit Performance plus value
®

The all-purpose design and exceptional features built into our durable FastFit Glove make it the perfect
combination of quality and value. Ideal for a wide range of jobs, the Lycra panels between the fingers offer
comfort and mobility while a Clarino MWX-2 synthetic leather palm provides protection and grip. An angled
elastic cuff allows easy entry and is padded for additional comfort. Durable, economical and versatile.

FA S T F I T

Imported.

Yellow MFF-01

Red MFF-02

Blue MFF-03

.

M - PA C T
M - PA C T 2

Black MFF-05

Orange MFF-09

Feel

Function

Clarino MWX-2 synthetic

Easy on-off cuff design.

with an exclusive pattern for

material is comfortable,

an exceptional fit.

breathable and durable.
COMPLETE LIST OF GLOVE FEATURES ON PAGE 68.
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TEAM ISSUE

mechanix.com

R A C E S P E C I A LT Y

20

Fit
Premium materials combined

mechanix.com

Mechanix Wear All Access
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Preparation plus execution equals success.

M-Pact

™

®

It’s all about the win
The M-Pact Glove was created for one reason — to get the win. Manufactured with the most
technologically advanced materials, our M-Pact Glove has been engineered to supply the kind
of versatility you need when you don’t know what’s coming next. With a durable yet comfortable
design, strategically placed protection panels combat against high-impact and abrasion. During the

mechanix.com

race a lot can go wrong. Have trust in your gloves.

24
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THE ORIGINAL
O R I G I N A L S P E C I A LT Y

M-Pact Survival of the fittest
®

On race day the pressure doesn’t let up and neither can you. That’s why we created the M-Pact
Glove. Expertly constructed with long-wearing features such as a strategically layered synthetic
Clarino palm padded with EVA foam and a low-profile elastic cuff for mobility, the M-Pact is a
tool designed to work with you to counteract fatigue. Anatomically designed for a comfortable

FA S T F I T

fit, the flexible, bonded TPR finger ribs and knuckles supply critical protection. When you
require a greater degree of sensitivity, the M-Pact is also available
in a fingerless version. Imported.

Yellow MMP-01

Red MMP-02

Blue MMP-03

.

M - PA C T
M - PA C T 2

Black MMP-05

Fingerless MFL-05

Improved Grip

Padded Palm

Molded rubber

Sure grip rubberized panels

EVA foam padding on

knuckle protection.

on thumb and fingertip

anatomically cut panels.

for extra control.
COMPLETE LIST OF GLOVE FEATURES ON PAGE 69.
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TEAM ISSUE

mechanix.com

R A C E S P E C I A LT Y

26

Knuckle Guard

M-Pact 2
®

™

High performance
under extreme conditions
The M-Pact 2 Glove has been designed to absorb the most extreme treatment and still come out
on top. By incorporating heavy duty padding in the critical knuckle and palm areas of the glove,
the M-Pact 2 provides superior protection, handling a variety of high-impact situations.
It also supplies an enhanced fit, giving you the flexibility and movement to deliver

mechanix.com

when the race is on the line.

28
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THE ORIGINAL
O R I G I N A L S P E C I A LT Y

M-Pact 2 No challenge too tough
®

On pit row or in the garage, tough work requires tough equipment – and that includes your gloves. The
M-Pact 2 has been specifically manufactured to help absorb impacts by using a high-density foam padded
knuckle panel in combination with a die cut EVA foam padded palm area. Add the extended cuff that offers
extra wrist protection and you have the ultimate glove for the toughest of all jobs. Imported.

FA S T F I T
.

M - PA C T

Yellow MP2-01

Red MP2-02

Blue MP2-03

Black MP2-05

M - PA C T 2

More Grip

Max Protection

Accordion design with

Sure grip rubberized panels

Total impact protection

dense EVA foam padding

on thumb, fingertips and

from wrist to palms

reduces impact.

palm improve control.

to fingers.

COMPLETE LIST OF GLOVE FEATURES ON PAGE 69.
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TEAM ISSUE

mechanix.com

R A C E S P E C I A LT Y

30

Extreme Knuckle Guard

THE ORIGINAL
O R I G I N A L S P E C I A LT Y
FA S T F I T
.

™

™

™

Glove

Glove

Glove

Made exclusively for tire mounting
professionals, the M-Pact T/M gives
you everything you need in a glove.
Reinforcements in just the right places,
genuine leather for durability, double
layered fingertips and thumb for
superior protection. Top that off with an
easy-entry Airprene cuff and this is a
glove that can’t be beat. Imported.

Looking for a hard working glove when
heat resistance is a must? Our race
inspired Happy Hour glove is for you.
With a heat and tear resistant Kevlar 18”
sleeve and fingers, stretch Cordura finger
gussets and a second layer palm patch,
this hard working glove has got you
covered from your fingers to your elbow.
Imported.

100% genuine leather construction makes
the Fabricator a long-lasting, workhorse
of a glove. With heat resistant cowhide
panels, palm and fingertip reinforcements,
it handles all of the abuse that you can
dish out and comes back for more.
For fabricators or anyone who needs a
tough leather glove. Imported.

NEW FOR 2008!
The M-Pact 3 is designed to deliver under the
toughest conditions. We’ve started with the
components of the heavy-duty M-Pact 2 palm
and then fused them to a molded Kevlar
knuckle shell. A unique top stretch panel and
molded rubber finger ribbing were added to
give this glove maximum flex for optimum
response to your every move. Imported.

MHH-05

MFG-05

MP3-05

mechanix.com

All-In-One Protection

All Leather

Ultra Knuckle Protection

Combined Leather, Kevlar and
knuckle padding supply protection
and durability.

100% leather construction
keeps wear to a minimum.

Molded Kevlar knuckle shell shields
impacts for optimum protection.

COMPLETE LIST OF GLOVE FEATURES ON PAGE 69-70.

The tougher the job, the
better we are.

TEAM ISSUE

Reinforced Durability
Dual layer panels strategically
placed in high abrasion areas for
added protection.

Race Specialty Gloves
R A C E S P E C I A LT Y

T/M Glove

32

M-Pact®3

M - PA C T 2

Happy Hour

MTM-05

Fabricator

M - PA C T

™

M-Pact®

Mechanix Wear All Access

The Next Generation.

34

Original™
Innovation : Cuff and Thumb | New Materials : Spandex & Closure

36

M-Pact®
Innovation : Cuff, Thumb, Fingers | New Materials : Spandex, Closure & Armour

Innovation
What does it take to become the leader in high performance gloves?
We invest countless hours in research and development, evaluating feedback
from professional mechanics and race teams and relying on years of experience designing and manufacturing gloves. We transform innovative ideas into
cutting edge gloves. We took no shortcuts when developing the next generation of high performance gloves. And the result, is the revolutionary MRT™
line of gloves.

M-Pact® 2
Innovation : Cuff, Thumb, Fingers, Knuckles | New Materials : Spandex, Closure & Heavy Armour

Mechanix Wear All Access
™

™

™
®

®

The Original

M-Pact

M-Pact 2

Strategically engineered with tight tolerances for high-performance, the
MRT Original Glove was developed
by professionals - for professionals.
Using a precise anatomical design,
the MRT Original interacts with your
hand for an amazing fit and feel. With
an innovative wrap-around rubber
molded wrist closure, re-designed
thumb pattern, tapered hook and
loop pull-tab, and comfortable 2-way
stretch spandex top, you’re not
just wearing a glove: you’re experiencing it.
Imported.

Designed to deliver superior results
in pressure situations, our new MRT
M-Pact Glove gives you high performance without compromising on protection. Made with materials that provide pinpoint response to your every
move, the MRT M-Pact Glove has
been designed with a direct sonic
welded rubber top for protection and
comfort. Include with that a strategically positioned EVA foam palm pad
and you have a glove
that will dominate on race day.
Imported.

Skin-like fit. Anatomic design.
High-quality materials. The new MRT
M-Pact 2 glove establishes a new
benchmark for mechanic’s gloves.
Incorporated into its revolutionary
form-fitting design we’ve provided
sure grip thumb and fingers for durability and control, along with a new
tapered finger stretch side panel that
comfortably molds between
your fingers to eliminate bunching.
Go ahead - try it on. The MRT M-Pact
2 won’t just meet your expectations…
it’ll blow them away.
Imported.

MRT-MP

MRT-M2

™

MRT-MG

40

mechanix.com

Mechanix Wear All Access
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Teamwork – A 13.49 second pure adrenaline rush.

THE ORIGINAL
O R I G I N A L S P E C I A LT Y
FA S T F I T

Team Issue

™

Team Issue

Carbon-X® Level 10

Carbon-X® Level 5

Carbon-X® Level 1

NEW FOR 2008!
When conditions require the best, the Team
Issue Level 10 Glove delivers. Start with an
anatomically shaped, three-ply Carbon-X
body. Add genuine leather on reinforced
Carbon-X-lined palm and fingertips.
Include a forearm-length gauntlet that seals
over crew suits and you have the leading
glove for safety, rescue and fueling
operations. Meets or exceeds SFI 3.3/10
specifications. Imported.

NEW FOR 2008!
The Team Issue Level 5 Glove provides a
standard length leather cuff with 2 layers
of Carbon-X protection on the top of the
hand delivering safety. Genuine leather
palm and finger reinforcements offer
additional protection, along with an added
accordion design shielding knuckles.
Meets or exceeds SFI 3.3/5 specifications.
Imported.

NEW FOR 2008!
Developed to bond the critical elements
of protection and safety, the Team Issue
Level 1 Glove provides a glove that will
shield your hands when you need it the
most. Carbon-X protects while genuine
leather guards the palm and fingertips.
Meets or exceeds SFI 3.3/1 specifications.
Imported.

CXG-L5

CXG-L1

.

Team Issue

3.3/5

M - PA C T 2

3.3/10

M - PA C T

CXG-L10

3.3/1

Mechanix Wear Team Issue Gear
®

Heavy weight Carbon-X

Carbon-X

Carbon-X

Carbon-X

Leather

Leather

Leather

Level 10

Level 5

Level 1

Fire Retardant Carbon-X and
leather give this glove the
SFI rating 3.3/10.

Fire retardant Carbon-X with padded
accordion design to protect knuckles.
SFI rating 3.3/5.

Incorporates one layer of Carbon-X
in tandem with a leather and
Carbon-X palm. SFI rating 3.3/1.

COMPLETE LIST OF GLOVE FEATURES ON PAGE 70-71.

TEAM ISSUE

mechanix.com

Carbon-X

44

Heavy weight Carbon-X
Heavy weight Carbon-X

R A C E S P E C I A LT Y

Extreme protection for extreme conditions.

Heavy weight Carbon-X
Heavy weight Carbon-X

mechanix.com

Mechanix Wear All Access
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Teamwork – Power and speed, it comes with the territory.

THE ORIGINAL
O R I G I N A L S P E C I A LT Y
FA S T F I T
.

M - PA C T

Zone 2 Glove

Zone 3 Glove

Below 40°F/4°C

Above 40°F/4°C

Provides every protection your hands
need to fend off windy and icy weather
conditions. Using the natural warmth of
heavy-duty fleece along with a breathable
windproof membrane, this snug fitting
glove serves as your first line of defense
against the elements. Imported.

When you can’t allow the weather to get
the better of you, our Zone 3 provides
superior protection against cold or windy
conditions. With 2-way stretch fleece,
breathable windproof membrane and an
elastic wrist to keep out the cold, this
glove waves goodbye to numb fingers.
Imported.

MCW2-08

MCW3-05

™

M - PA C T 2

48

Leather Palm

Rubberized Panels

Fully insulated leather palm
keeps hands warm.

Rubberized sure grip panels for
extra gripping in damp conditions.

COMPLETE LIST OF GLOVE FEATURES ON PAGE 71.

TEAM ISSUE

mechanix.com

Stand up to the cold.

R A C E S P E C I A LT Y

Climate Control Series

mechanix.com

Mechanix Wear All Access

50

Teamwork – Everyone has a role. It’s about being the best.

THE ORIGINAL
O R I G I N A L S P E C I A LT Y
FA S T F I T

™

™

Heat

Shop

Glove

Sleeve

Apron

Our Cotton Glove is made from 100%
heavyweight cotton and is perfect for
every day light-duty jobs. Or if you have
a messy tear-down task – use it then
throw it away. Either way, the glove gives
you the high-quality you have come to
expect from all Mechanix Wear Gloves.
Comfortable and machine washable.
Imported.

Providing maximum heat protection for the
entire length of your arm, the Heat Sleeve
is made from 100% Kevlar and a unique
Fibreshield treatment. Designed to repel
oil, fuels and other corrosive liquids, the
Heat Sleeve delivers total protection from
your knuckles to your biceps. Imported.

With form and function built into our Shop
Apron, you’ll find extra-wide pockets with
hook and loop flaps to secure your tools,
while neck and waist straps are designed
for maximum comfort and easy adjustment.
You’ll also appreciate the easy-access pen
pocket, front and center, where you need it
most. Imported.

.

Cotton

M - PA C T

MHS-05-500

M - PA C T 2

CJ-05

SOLD IN PAIRS

MG-05-600

52

TEAM ISSUE

mechanix.com

Designed for real world racing.

R A C E S P E C I A LT Y

Race Specialty Gear

THE ORIGINAL
O R I G I N A L S P E C I A LT Y
FA S T F I T

Knee Pad

Knee Pad

Belt

The ultimate in knee protection. The
Mechanix Knee Pad starts with two-stage
heavy duty foam padding ensuring your
knees hold up under the most demanding
conditions. We finish it off with an
abrasion resistant Kevlar front panel
making sure they are as durable as
they are comfortable. Imported.

The Team issue Knee Pad has been
designed specifically to handle the intense
action in the pits. Constructed for
protection and comfort, the high-density
outer pad is covered in Kevlar and
stitched for high-impact protection. A
breathable Airprene wrap is sandwiched
on the inside by an anatomically molded
inner pad for comfort. Imported.

During a race, instant communication
is critical. Our Radio Belt is designed
with a quick-release buckle. It can be
easily adjusted while wearing gloves.
Fits up to a 42” waist. Imported.

MKP-05-600

MKP-05-700

MG-05-801

M - PA C T 2

Radio
M - PA C T

Team Issue

.

Mechanix®

TEAM ISSUE
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R A C E S P E C I A LT Y

Race Specialty Gear Proven winners.

mechanix.com

Mechanix Wear All Access
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Teamwork – The checkered flag, high fives and victory lane.

THE ORIGINAL

Type-G

™

Garage Shoe
O R I G I N A L S P E C I A LT Y

The perfect all-around footwear, you’ll
want to wear the lightweight Type-G Shoe
at the shop, in your garage, or for kicking
around at home. Rugged yet comfortable,
this form-fitting shoe cares for your feet
the way our gloves take care of your
hands. Imported.

SIZES: 6-15
HALF SIZES: 8.5, 9.5, 10.5, 11.5
TGS-05
FA S T F I T

Type-P

™

Pit Shoe
.

For those grueling days at the track, you
need a shoe that provides both comfort
and protection. The Type-P Shoe is
manufactured with a shock-absorbing
EVA mid-sole, rubber toe and heel cups
for extra protection and an aggresive
tread pattern improving traction.
Imported.

M - PA C T
M - PA C T 2

SIZES: 6-15
HALF SIZES: 8.5, 9.5, 10.5, 11.5
TPS-05

Type-S
The toughest shoe for the toughest jobs,
our Type-S Shoe is the ultimate in serious
footwear. With a steel toe added for
optimum protection, this durable shoe also
offers a shock-absorbing EVA mid-sole
and metal eyelet lacing system for easy
entry and quick adjustments.
Imported.

TSS-05
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Working from the ground up.

TEAM ISSUE

SIZES: 8-15

Mechanix Wear Shoes

R A C E S P E C I A LT Y

Steel Toe Shoe

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

Chip Ganassi
Racing
#40

Roush
Racing
#17

Hendrick
Motorsports
#48

Joe Gibbs
Racing
#20

Richard Childress
Racing
#31

We are proud to sponsor the annual Mechanix Wear Most Valuable
Pit Crew Award. A prize in the amount of $100,000 is given to the
NASCAR® Nextel Cup Series pit crew judged to be the most outstanding
throughout the season by competing crew chiefs.

The award is determined based on all aspects of the pit crew’s race day
performances including speed, car adjustments, crash damage repair, pit road
penalties and sportsmanship. Quarterly finalists are then chosen and the overall
winner is named at the conclusion of the

mechanix.com

NASCAR® Nextel Cup Season.
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Track Gear

Pit Board
23.5” x 15.25”,
Marker included.
MG-00-001

At the track or in town, the gear you use says a lot about who you are.
With Mechanix Wear gear, you have a name that says it all.

Back Pack

Lanyard

Plenty of pockets – mobile
phone pouch included.
19”H x 13”W x 9”D
MGB-05-410

003-MW-600

Podium Hat
One size fits all.
124-MW-310

Stickers

Vinyl Track Banner

26 i n . Trailer

Small 4’ x 2’
Large 8’ x 3.5’
(small) 372-MG-895
(large) 372-MG-905

Sticker (2 pack)
004-MW-626

18 i n . Truck
Sticker (2 pack)
004-MW-618

Travel Bag

9 i n . Contingency

Perfect mid-sized, carry-on bag.
10”H x 22”W x 12”D
MGB-05-420

Sticker (2 pack)
004-MW-CAR

4.5 i n . Tool Box
Sticker (2 pack)
004-MW-045

Roller Bag
Perfect mid-sized,
carry-on bag.
22”H x 14”W x 10”D
MGB-05-400

Corporate Logo
Sticker Kit
Size: 8.75” x 11.75”
004-MW-725

Umbrella
Opens to 5 feet.
003-MG-500

All bags co-branded exclusively
for Mechanix Wear® by OGIO®.
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Glove
Specifications

The Original™
Glove

Page 40

New pattern dimensions
engineered for
high performance

New wrap-around
rubber molded
wrist enclosure
adds protection
and cinches
securely

New tapered finger
stretch side panels
mold between fingers,
eliminating bunching

New two-way stretch
Spandex top forms
perfectly to any
shape hand with
exacting dimensions
Separate Spandex
stretch panel at
thumb molds perfectly
to thumb for
unobstructed
performance

Mechanix® — Mechanix Wear® — The Tool That Fits Like a Glove® —
The three-dimensional ornamental design for Mechanix Gloves — FastFit® — M-Pact® —
are registered trademarks of Mechanix Wear®, Inc.
© 2007 Mechanix Wear®, Inc.

The Original™

The Original™

Glove

Vent Glove

Page 11
Concealed interior
seam stitching
prevents snagging

Two-way stretch Spandex
padded back

Fingertip pattern
reduces seams
and enhances
fingertip
sensitivity

Two-ply fingertips
and thumb
reduce
wear and
increase
protection

Page 14

Soft terry cloth thumb wipe
absorbs moisture
Unique, fully
ventilated
construction
keeps hands
cool in the heat

Lightweight,
breathable
air-mesh back
offers optimum
flexibility

Air-mesh forchettes
provide additional
cooling

Smooth surface
thumb and
index finger
point of contact

Streamlined elastic
cuff with ultra-thin
hook and
loop closure

Beathable Clarino®
MWX-2 palm
construction adds
superior comfort
and durability

Tapered hook and
loop pull-tab
virtually disappears
into cuff for a
streamlined profile

Stretch panels
between fingers
add comfort
and ventilation

Supple, breathable,
durable Clarino®
OW-927 palm
provides firm grip

Perforated Clarino®
MWX-2 palm
construction is
ideal for comfort
and durability

Streamlined cuff
with hook and
loop closure

Photo credits: Catalog Photography: Simon Cudby
Action photography: Simon Cudby, Gary Nastase, Ron Lewis and Chris Boyd.
Prices and specifications subject to change without notice.

M-Pact

M-Pact 2

®

Glove

®

Glove

Page 40

New radically tapered finger
stretch side panels mold
between fingers, eliminating
bunching

Separate Spandex stretch
panel at thumb molds
perfectly to thumb for
unobstructed
performance

Breathable Clarino®
MWX-2 palm construction
provides superior
comfort and durability

New wrap-around
rubber molded
wrist closure
adds protection
and cinches
securely
Direct sonic
welded rubber top
is anatomically
engineered to flex
without binding, creating
a perfect balance of
comfort and protection
Sure grip thumb and
index finger material
add durability
and control

Tapered hook and
loop pull-tab
virtually disappears
into cuff for a
streamlined profile

EVA high profile,
deep ribbed accordion
knuckle protection aids in
unrestricted movement

New wrap-around, rubber molded
wrist closure adds protection
and cinches securely

The Original™

Grip Glove

Plus Glove

Page 14

Two-way,
form-fitting stretch
Spandex back

Page 14

Two-way, form-fitting
stretch Spandex back
Stretch insert
panels between
fingers

Concealed
interior seam
stitching
prevents
snagging

Impact absorbing,
molded rubber
finger protection
Extra coverage
sure grip thumb
and finger material adds
durability and
grip control

Index finger knuckle
reinforcement band
Synthetic
leather fingertip
reinforcements
provide strength
and protection

Rubberized, sure grip
fingertips and thumb
material add extra
durability and grip

Anatomically cut and positioned
EVA foam palm pads, with a
second layer of synthetic skin,
extend durability and comfort
Tapered hook and loop
pull-tab virtually
disappears into
cuff for a
streamlined profile

Anatomically cut
and positioned EVA foam
palm pads, with a second
layer of synthetic skin,
extend durability and comfort

66

Page 40

The Original™

Molded, embossed
Neoprene cuff forms
and protects perfectly
around wrist

Breathable
Clarino® MWX-2
palm construction adds
superior comfort and durability
Sure grip material covered EVA
palm heel pad shields against impacts

Dual-layered
PVC palm with
circular print
pattern affords
maximum grip
on slippery
surfaces

Supple, breathable
durable, Clarino®
MWX-2 palm
provides firm grip
Streamlined elastic
cuff with hook and
loop closure

Streamlined elastic
cuff with hook and
loop closure
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The Original™

The Original™

M-Pact

M-Pact 2

0.5 Glove

Women’s Glove

Glove

Glove

Page 16

Two-way, form-fitting
stretch Spandex back

Two-way stretch Spandex
padded back

Concealed interior
seam stitching

Lycra® insert panels
between fingers

0.5 mm Septon®-treated
Clarino® synthetic

®

Page 16
Concealed interior
seam stitching
prevents snagging

Fingertip pattern
reduces seams
and enhances
fingertip
sensitivity

Two-ply fingertips
and thumb
reduce
wear and
increase
protection

Streamlined elastic
cuff with hook and
loop closure

Page 27

Stretch
insert panels
between fingers

Two-way, stretch
Spandex padded back

Supple, breathable,
durable Clarino®
OW-927 palm
provides firm grip

Concealed
interior
seam
stitching

Supple,
breathable,
durable
Clarino® MWX-2
palm provides firm grip

Anatomically
shaped, die-cut,
multi-layer
synthetic leather
palm with EVA
interior foam
padding

Streamlined elastic
cuff with hook and
loop closure

Hook and loop closure with
molded TPR (Thermal Plastic
Rubber) pull-tab secures fit
Stretch Spandex
cuff insert
provides
maximum
adjustability
while sealing
out dirt

High-profile,
impactabsorbing
molded TPR
(Thermal Plastic
Rubber) finger
protection

Finger and thumb
grippers, made from
non-slip, rubberized sure grip
material, improving grip
and control

Two-ply fingertips
and thumb reduce
wear and increase protection
Finger and thumb
grippers are made from
non-slip rubberized
sure grip material,
improving grip
and control

Stretch panels
between fingers
add comfort
and ventilation

Page 31

Streamlined knuckle panel with
high-density accordion design
reduces impact

Anatomically-designed, Thermal
Plastic Rubber (TPR) molded rib
panels provide
additional protection

Smooth surface
thumb and
index finger
point of contact

Streamlined elastic
cuff with ultra-thin
hook and
loop closure

leather provides
optimum feel

®

Multi-layer Clarino® MWX-2
palm with anatomically
die cut EVA foam
padded impact zones
Sure grip rubberized
palm panel material
provides grip and
longer wear

Side finger panels
feature Spandex
inserts for comfort
and flexibility

Neoprene cuff allows
easier access
with additional
wrist protection
and comfort

Supple, breathable, durable
Clarino® MWX-2 palm
provides firm grip

All same features available in fingerless version.

The Original™

FastFit

M-Pact

Glove Light

Glove

T/M Glove

Comfortable, stretch
Spandex top
and thumb increases
breathability

Bright LED beam
enhances visibility

Page 16
Easy access to
replaceable batteries

Easy to use push
button on/off switch

Page 21

Timer automatically
shuts light off after
approximately
7 minutes of use,
conserving
battery life

Supple, breathable,
durable Clarino®
MWX-2 palm
provides firm grip

Stretch
panels
between
fingers add
comfort and
ventilation

Streamlined elastic
cuff with hook and
loop closure
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Two-way, form-fitting
stretch Spandex back

Two-way stretch Spandex
padded back
Smooth surface
thumb and
index finger
point of contact

Happy Hour

®

®

Glove

Page 32
Oversized Airprene
easy-entry cuff

Two-ply fingertips and
thumb reduce wear
and increase protection

Stretch panels
between fingers
add comfort
and ventilation
Supple, breathable,
durable Clarino®
MWX-2 palm
provides firm grip
Concealed interior
seam stitching
prevents snagging

Double-layer
Genuine
Leather on
fingertips
and thumb

Slip-on style cuff goes on easy and
secures fit
Two-way, form-fitting
stretch Spandex top

Internal foam
knuckle padding
Wide opening
elastic cuff

Page 32

Molded TPR
(Thermal
Plastic Rubber)

Heavy duty stretch finger
gussets provide comfort
and durability

Wrap-around
finger reinforcements
designed to withstand
abuse from lug nuts
Internal EVA foam padded
knuckle provides
extra protection

Anatomically
shaped, die cut,
dual-layered
Genuine Leather
palm with
EVA interior
foam padding

Durable, heat-resistant
cowhide palm and thumb
provide excellent
protection
and comfort
Second layer palm patch
covers high-wear areas
and prolongs life of glove
Eighteen inch dual-layer Kevlar® sleeve
protects from heat and abrasion

69

Fabricator

M-Pact 3

Team Issue™ Carbon-X

Glove

Glove

Level 1 Glove

®

Page 32

Hard-shell, molded Kevlar®
knuckle provides tough
protection

Comfortable, suede
leather top
and fingers

Fingertip
reinforcements on
index, middle
and ring fingers

Page 33

Two-way stretch
Spandex padded
top features
form fitting
elasticity

Dual-layer leather
knuckle band

Heat resistant
cowhide palm, cuff
and thumb

High-profile, impactabsorbing, molded
TPR (Thermal Plastic
Rubber) finger protection

Dual-layer leather
reinforcement
panels
Leather protective
wedge insert

Team Issue™ Carbon-X
Level 10 Glove

®

Genuine Leather strap,
with hook and loop
closure secures fit

High-density,
padded accordion
knuckle panels
provide protection

Comfortable and durable
heavyweight fleece top is
breathable and warm

Streamlined elastic
cuff with hook and
loop closure

Padded, rubberized
sure grip palm heel material
added for extra protection

Team Issue™ Carbon-X

Meets SFI 3.3/5
specifications

Concealed interior seam
stitching prevents snagging
Palm is covered entirely
in leather, improving grip
and adding protection

®

Page 44

Meets SFI 3.3/1
specifications

Integral elastic
band at the wrist seals
out the cold air
keeping hands warm

Genuine Leather cuff,
with hook and loop
closure, provides secure fit

Oversized,
Neoprene cuff
closes with an easy
to use hook and
loop closure

Climate Control

Cotton Glove

Zone 3 Glove

Page 52

Page 48

Fleece top insulates
and provides durability,
making this glove ideal
for cold weather

Full coverage
gauntlet seals
over crew suit
with elastic cuff
and gaitor

High-density,
padded accordion
panels provide
knuckle protection

Machine washable,
100% knit cotton jersey
fabric construction
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Concealed interior
seam stitching
prevents snagging

Carbon-X® lined
Genuine Leather
palm and fingertips
provide a comfortable
and durable layer
of protection

Meets SFI 3.3/10
specifications

Wind resistant lining
keeps cold and
cutting wind at bay

Perfect for long term light-duty
usage or disposable for engine
teardowns and
post-race inspections

Wind-proof
membrane liner

Carbon-X® lined leather
palm and fingertips
provide a comfortable
and durable layer
of protection

Page 48

Concealed interior
seam stitching
prevents snagging

lined leather
palm and fingertips
provide a comfortable
and durable layer
of protection

Two-ply Carbon-X®
fire retardant stretch
knit construction
provides protection

Three-ply Carbon-X®
fire retardant stretch
knit construction
provides protection

Wide cuff opening
provides easy entry

Carbon-X®

Anatomically shaped,
die-cut, multi-layer
synthetic leather palm
with EVA interior
foam padding

Level 5 Gloves

Page 44

Zone 2 Glove

Page 44

Two-ply Carbon-X®
fire retardant stretch
knit construction
provides protection

Climate Control

Finger and thumb
grippers are made from
non-slip, rubberized sure
grip material, improving grip
and control

100% Genuine
Leather construction

Oversize cuff
with, easy-entry,
hook and
loop closure

Heavy duty stretch panel
for added flexibility

®

Leather palm panels
add durability

Genuine Leather cuff,
with hook and loop closure,
provides secure fit

Oversized
cuff with
easy-entry
hook and loop
closure provides
extra comfort

Snug-fitting
elastic rib cuff
Integral elastic band
at the wrist seals out
the cold air, keeping
hands warm
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GLOVE SIZING GAUGE

Place hand on gauge as shown

for proper sizing. A snug fit

glove performance.

is preferred for optimum

Men’s

Women’s

xxxs xxs xs
S
M
L
XL
XXL
XXXL
W W W. M E C H A N I X . C O M

MECHANIX WEAR® INC.
28525 Witherspoon Pkwy. · Valencia, CA 91355
Toll Free 800.222.4296 · Tel 661.257.0474
Fax 661.257.9428 · sales@mechanix.com

MECHANIX WEAR® CANADA, INC.
Unit #103, 2762 - 190th Street · Surrey, BC V3S 5T1
Toll Free 877-278-5822 · Fax 877-278-5877
info@mechanixwear.ca

MECHANIX WEAR® EUROPE, SRL.
Via Del'Industria, 31 · 31041 Cornuda (Treviso) · Italy
Tel +39 0423 639495 · Fax +39 0423 830913
info@europe.mechanix.com
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